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GammaGamma--Jet data lhc08u (Apr 2008)Jet data lhc08u (Apr 2008)

Analysis of gamma-jet data from lhc08u (Apr 08).
~2.2 M events (All files on the list are suppose to be  stagged)
In the macro it is NOT checked if the given file is stagged Few jobs in "EE/expired"In the macro it is NOT checked if the given file is stagged. Few jobs in EE/expired
Jobs run in France. Automatic recognition where data are stored.
E-mail confirmation when jobs are done  

Performance
Time spend:

~3.5 sec/ev Total Time / ~0.022 sec/ev CPU Time
3 5sec/ev Total Time / 0 1 sec/ev CPU Time~3.5sec/ev Total Time / ~0.1 sec/ev CPU Time

Dominated by IO; Train of tasks will improve performance
Total time larger than last year at CERN (ESD size/ hardware?)

Probably disks were overloaded with other requests

Problems to run jobs at GSI (64-bit problem)
Problems with automatic merging ( check documentation/discuss with experts)
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Jobs run in France

Task with use
f t k i fof  stack info

Task without use
of stack info
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PDC06PDC06

Analysis of all stagged data from PDC06 (August 07).
9.05 M events (not all files on the list are stagged)
In the macro it is checked explicitely that the given file is staggedIn the macro it is checked explicitely that the given file is stagged

Performance
3.6% bad jobs, 0.3% bad jobs (depending on the day/sppliting)

Much better that what I presented on the Physics Week in Muenster (Feb07)Much better that what I presented on the Physics Week in Muenster (Feb07).
Time spend:

0.8 sec/ev Total Time
0.02 sec/ev CPU Time
Probably disks were overloaded with other requestProbably disks were overloaded with other request
A comparison with local data performance is ongoing.
A comparison in other SE (GSI) and PDC07  is ongoing.

– Non understood features: jobs run at cern by default, problems to compile the 
Tasks locally (under discussion)Tasks locally,... (under discussion)
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Jobs run at cern
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